FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – February 20, 2015

Image Processing Patent Portfolio Developed by UK High-Tech Company QinetiQ
to be Sold by Munich Innovation Group
Munich, Germany (February 20, 2015) – Munich Innovation announces the availability of a patent
portfolio in the area of image processing and applications in the fields of pattern recognition, image
compression and histological assessment.
It consists of 11 granted patent families (10 granted US patents). Nine patent families are relevant for
histological assessment, and provide accurate technical solutions for the diagnosis of specific types of
cancer. Two patent families offer broadly protected technology in the fields of pattern recognition and
image compression.
The medical patents cover different technologies for the automatic assessment of histological image
data measuring mitotic activity, pleomorphism and cell grouping. The entire set of patent families is
targeted to enhance certain types of cancer diagnosis (e.g. breast cancer) by enhancing and
automating the processes of cancer detection, cancer staging and cancer malignance differentiation.
The image compression patent family covers a method of image compression based on wavelet
transform that allows compressing each image differently by prioritizing the areas of the image
according to the relevance of their specific content.
The pattern recognition method patent family allows to detect the presence of a predetermined object
in an image. This represents a use of the protected technology in a wide range of applications, such
as the recognition of finger prints or the identification of a specific face or a car in an image taken from
a crowd or traffic respectively.
Munich Innovation will be shortly approaching potential buyers of the patent portfolio with a detailed
technology report and will be available to discuss the intellectual property in more detail.
To receive more information about this opportunity, please contact Dr. Stefan Taing at st@munichinnovation.com.

About Munich Innovation Group
Munich Innovation Group GmbH is a leading service provider for intellectual property monetization and
research on a global scale. Clients include publicly listed high-tech corporates, privately held
companies, independent inventors, academic institutions and investors. The company offers IP
licensing management, patent transactions and IP advisory services.
For more information, please visit www.munich-innovation.com
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